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Plant Maintenance With Sap
Practical Guide
SAP master data governance - overview -Data modeling -- Overview -- Data migration
The first and only book to offer detailed
explanations of SAP ERP sales and
distribution As the only book to provide indepth configuration of the Sales and
Distribution (SD) module in the latest version
of SAP ERP, this valuable resource presents
you with step-by-step instruction, conceptual
explanations, and plenty of examples. If
you're an SD consultant or are in charge of
managing an SAP implementation in your
enterprise, you'll want this valuable resource
at your side SAP is one of the leading
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software
products on the market, with over 40,000
implementations Covers the latest version of
SAP ERP-ECC 6.0 Covers common through
advanced configurations, so it's helpful no
matter what your level of experience with
SAP Explains the conceptual framework
behind the configuration process If your
company uses the SD module, keep this
indispensable guide on hand.
Implementing SAP R/3: The Guide for
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Business and Technology Managers provides
a framework and a complete plan that
enables business and technical managers to
take the optimal decisions that are necessary
for the successful implementation of SAP in
their organizations. It presents the details
needed to plan and present confidently a case
for choosing SAP, without ever asking the
software vendor or involving the vendor's
personnel.
Plant maintenance with SAP Enterprise Asset
Management (SAP EAM) is more than just a
routine checkup. Use this must-have guide to
structure your functional locations, capture
shift notes and shift reports, and much more.
Dive into the technical underpinning of SAP
PM, from material and plant maintenance
assemblies to linear asset management.
Discover best practices and real-world tips
make to your SAP PM job easier. a. Best
Practices for Your Day-to-Day Duties Harness
the power of SAP EAM with real-world best
practices and strategies. Discover critical
SAP EAM functionality like shift notes, shift
reports, and preventative maintenance. b.
Specialized Functionality and Framework
Master SAP EAM business processes, from
planned repairs and refurbishment, to
subcontracting, and pool asset management.
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Map and implement these processes to your
specialized requirements with detailed guides
to optimize SAP PM daily workload. c. Underthe-Hood Insight Explore technologies both
old and new; see how SAP Work Manager,
SAP Rounds Manager, SAP Business Client,
and SAP HANA can impact your day-to-day
with SAP PM.
Demand Driven Material Requirements
Planning
Materials Management with SAP S/4HANA
Business Planning with SAP SEM
Maintenance and Design Manual
MDX Reporting and Analytics with SAP
NetWeaver BW
SAP BW/4HANA has introduced a new era in
data warehousing at SAP. Further steps
towards simplification, flexibility, and
performance are now possible with SAP HANA
as the proven technological basis. SAP
BW/4HANA offers modern concepts for data
management, operation, and modeling and thus
opens the door for fully innovative application
scenarios. This book will show you how the
SAP HANA database influences the Business
Warehouse and how you can optimize your
system. As a practical guide, the book is aimed
at experienced SAP BW experts as well as
decision makers who need a well-grounded
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overview. The authors address the versions
SAP BW/4HANA 1.0 and SAP BW 7.5 in equal
measure, highlighting new functions and
differences. The book also focuses on the
migration options and conversion tools for
moving to SAP BW/4HANA. Use this reference
book to enter the world of SAP BW with SAP
HANA as the database platform! - Migration,
sizing, operation, data management with SAP
BW/4HANA and SAP BW 7.5 on HANA - The
new central source Systems SAP HANA and
ODP - New modeling options, mixed scenarios,
LSA++, and differences compared to SAP BW
7.5 - The role of BW in operational SAP
reporting
This book provides comprehensive explanatory
content of the supply chain visibility business
process and technical architecture of SAP
Event Management (Release 5.1). In addition,
the book will provide detailed step-by-step setup content for five critical supply chain
visibility processes: Procure to Pay, Order to
Cash, Manufacturing, Transportation and
Returnable Items based on Supply Chain
council's SCOR framework. The book also
covers details on SAP EM integration with
other SAP Solutions (e.g. Transportation,
Supply Network Collaboration) and closes by
explaining the monitoring and error handling
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procedures required post-implementation of
SAP Event Management.
Enterprise Asset Management: Configuring and
Administering SAP R/3 Plant Maintenance
provides a step-by-step guide to SAP PM
configuration, information required by those
interested in using the Plant Maintenance
module or those interested in improving their
use of the module. Benefit from years of R/3
Plant Maintenance implementation and upgrade
experience across many industries. Gain an
understanding of the many ways in which R/3
Plant Maintenance can be configured, described
in terms that are easy to understand. Learn
which configuration steps can be easily
adjusted later and which cannot. Discover the
configuration steps that integrate with other
SAP R/3 modules and what effect the
configuration will have on those modules.
Enterprise Asset Management: Configuring and
Administering SAP R/3 Plant Maintenance is a
valuable resource for novices as well as those
experienced with SAP configuration. Updated
for SAP R/3 version 4.7 (R/3 Enterprise), it is
also a valuable resource for upgrading existing
SAP Plant Maintenance installations.
Explore key procurement processes and the
day-to-day use of SAP MMLearn essential
troubleshooting and problem-solving
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techniquesReduce ordering costs, decentralize
purchase orders, and engage all levels of
employees for successful procurement
practicesCut straight to the heart of the matter
with this book: efficiently using Materials
Management (MM) in SAP ERP. This book
teaches you everything you need to use MM in
your everyday job. You'll find explanations of
key procurement processes and how MM fits
in, and then get down to the nitty-gritty.
Written for procurement from the plant floor,
this book will be an essential companion to you
for your MM journey. Learn crucial system
navigation, how to troubleshoot problems and
system issues, and explore advanced functions
and concepts that will improve your MM
experience. Additionally, the book includes
useful recommendations on how to perform
procurement activities with fewer steps and
greater ease.
Configuring Plant Maintenance in SAP
S/4HANA
Project Management with SAP Project System
Configuring SAP Plant Maintenance
Controlling with SAP - Practical Guide
Configuring SAP ERP Sales and Distribution
The purpose of this manual is to
provide clear and helpful information
for maintaining gravel roads. Very
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little technical help is available to
small agencies that are responsible for
managing these roads. Gravel road
maintenance has traditionally been
"more of an art than a science" and
very few formal standards exist. This
manual contains guidelines to help
answer the questions that arise
concerning gravel road maintenance such
as: What is enough surface crown? What
is too much? What causes corrugation?
The information is as nontechnical as
possible without sacrificing clear
guidelines and instructions on how to
do the job right.
Step up your SAP PP game! Learn how to
configure SAP ERP Production Planning
for discrete, process, and repetitive
manufacturing and master BOM status
definitions, process message
characteristics, and master data. Dive
into SAP PP workflows and use Process
Management, release production orders,
and create planning tables. Covering
everything from S&OP and MRP to SAP
Demand Management and the Early Warning
System, this book will help you get
your production process to maximum
efficiency!
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Familiar with some aspects of managing
Workflow, but not with others? This
title lets you pick the sections or
chapters that are most relevant to you;
focus on the provided conceptual
explanations, technical instructions,
or both. It includes topics such as
configuration, administration and
troubleshooting, design, and
enhancement.
Revised edition of the authors'
Procurement with SAP MM, 2014.
Business Processes and Configuration
SAP BW/4HANA and BW on HANA
Archiving SAP Data-- Practical Guide
Embedded EWM
Enterprise Asset Management
Helps you learn how to configure SAP's plant maintenance
module, Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) in the best
way possible. This guide provides you all the details
necessary to bring your system to life, whether you are
working on an implementation, upgrade, or optimization
project.
This must-have guide teaches you how to make the most of
SAP Plant Maintenance (PM). Learn how to use SAP from
a maintenance perspective, and how to align SAP PM
functions with your own workflow. In addition, discover
the power of SAP PM and how to use it with your own best
practices. The authors break plant maintenance down into
three key areas: building best practices with the right
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people, making sure the SAP configuration matches the
company_s best practices, and measuring SAP PM
success. The book also provides explanations of the key
obstacles to a successful plant maintenance
implementation and presents solutions for each. In
addition, it explores topics such as organisational
preparation and focus, common configuration and
implementation issues, and the information systems of
plant maintenance. Throughout this comprehensive
reference book, you_ll find useful, real-world examples
that demonstrate the topics at hand. This is the one
resource you need to understand how to approach SAP PM
according to your own maintenance best practices.
In the 1950s, a method called Material Requirements
Planning (or "MRP") changed the world of
manufacturing forever. But times have changed--customer
tolerance times are shorter, product variety and complexity
has increased, and supply chains have spread around the
world. MRP is dramatically failing in this "New Normal."
Demand Driven Material Requirements Planning
(DDMRP), Version 2 presents a practical, proven, and
emerging method for supply chain planning and execution
that effectively brings the 1950s concept into the modern
era. The foundation of DDMRP is based upon the
connection between the creation, protection, and
acceleration of the flow of relevant materials and
information to drive returns on asset performance in the
New Normal. Using an innovative multi-echelon "Position,
Protect and Pull" approach, DDMRP helps plan and
manage inventories and materials in today's more complex
supply scenarios, with attention being paid to ownership,
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the market, engineering, sales, and the supply base. It
enables a company to decouple forecast error from supply
order generation and build in line to actual market
requirements, and promotes better and quicker decisions
and actions at the planning and execution level. DDMRP is
already in use by MAJOR Global 1000 companies. This
book is THE definitive work on DDMRP, and will be
required as courseware for all those taking the Certified
Demand Driven Planner (CDDP) Program. New Features
in Version 2 Completely new Chapter 13, introducing the
Demand Driven Adaptive Enterprise (DDAE) Model New
Appendix E: The Innovations of DDMRP New and revised
graphics scattered throughout the book
Managing your SAP data in Microsoft Excel? This is your
guide to using SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office! Get
started with the basics, from creating your first workbook
to navigating through reports. Then, follow step-by-step
instructions to process data, analyze data, develop
planning applications, customize reports, and work with
tools such as formulas and macros. Including details on
troubleshooting, UI customization, and more, this book is
your all-in-one resource! In this book, you'll learn about: a.
Reporting and Data Analysis Learn to work with reports
in SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office: define parameters
with prompts, adjust formatting and styles, and extend
reports with local data. Filter, sort, and display your data
using hierarchies, and refine data analysis with simple and
advanced calculations. b. Planning Use your SAP data to
develop planning workbooks. Plan your data both
manually and with functions and sequences. Understand
key settings for cell locking, the planning model, and more.
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c. Advanced Features Take your skills to the next level.
Write formulas to use in your reports, and create and use
macros in your workbooks, including steps to use API
methods, callbacks, and design rules. Highlights include:
1) Workbook creation 2) Report navigation 3) Prompts 4)
Data processing, organization, and analysis 5) Planning
applications 6) Report customization and formatting 7)
Formulas 8) Macros 9) Configuration 10) Troubleshooting
SAP Flexible Real Estate Management
Practical Guide
SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office--Practical Guide
SAP Master Data Governance
SAP R/3 for Everyone
From basic transactions to troubleshooting, this title helps you
execute your daily Controlling tasks with fewer steps and
greater ease. It shows you how to manage master data, set
up planning and budgeting work, and conduct actual postings
using routine CO capabilities and new technologies
integrated alongside the Controlling component.
SAP R/3 Plant Maintenance offers a clear introduction to this
small but sophisticated component and provides a highly
practical guide to implementing PM. Beginning with a
examination of the key business processes underlying PM
functionality, the book goes on to cover all the crucial aspects
of maintenance planning and execution in R/3. Particular
attention is given to integrating plant maintenance with a
company's natural process flow.
Translation of: Praxishandbuch SAP--Datenarchivierung.
"Learn how to successfully structure your technical systems
and business processes in plant maintenance using SAP
Enterprise Asset Management (EAM). You'll learn the ins and
outs of plant maintenance with SAP, including essential
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customization settings and processes - from refurbishment to
condition-based maintenance. This updated edition is based
on SAP ERP 6.0, and includes expanded information on
subcontracting, inspection rounds, easy document
management, and much more. " --rear cover.
Practical Workflow for SAP
Warehouse Management in SAP S/4HANA
Maximize Your Plant Maintenance with SAP
Step-by-step Instructions, Practical Advice, and Other Tips
and Tricks for Working with SAP

Understand how SAP Project System supports the
entire lifecycle of your project, from planning to
invoicing Learn how to customize, maximize, and
use the full potential of SAP Project System Align
your business processes with the different phases
of SAP Project System 3rd edition, with new
features from SAP ERP 6.0, EHP5 and 6 Don t let
projects stress you out any longer get them under
control with this book From development, to
planning, to controlling, and to invoicing, no
essential project step or function is left out. You'll
get started with a thorough introduction to the
functions and customization of SAP Project
System. After mastering the basics, you'll learn
how to map specific business processes and
execution, carry out the different phases of
project management, and much more. All Phases
of the Project Cycle Whether you re interested in
project planning, budgeting, implementation,
invoicing, or reporting, find comprehensive
coverage of all project phases. Overview of
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Structures Learn how to efficiently use work
breakdown structures, networks, milestones, and
statuses.Editing and Maintenance Functions Find
out how to handle tools such as Project Builder
and Project Planning Board, use the field selection
and mass change functions, and more. Integration
Scenarios Explore how to use SAP Project System
in combination with other project management
tools, including Open PS for Microsoft Project and
SAP Portfolio and Project Management. Updated
for EHP5 and 6 Discover new functions from the
two latest Enhancement Packages, as well as SAP
Enterprise Project Connection (also relevant for
users with older releases as of 4.6C]). Highlights
Work breakdown structure and network
Milestones, documents, statuses, and versions
Tools for master data maintenance Scheduling
and planning Budgeting functions External
services and internal activities Revaluation,
overhead rates, interest calculation Results
analysis, cost forecast, settlement Project
Information System: Structures and Financials
Open PS for Microsoft Project SAP Portfolio and
Project Management
Learn SAP's real estate management integrated
solution to effectively manage the real estate
portfolio at your organization. You will configure
SAP REFX for business scenarios covering
solutions from master data to financial posting
and reporting. You will address all phases of the
real estate life cycle, including real estate
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acquisition or disposal, portfolio management,
and property and technical management. To
succeed in today's global and highly competitive
economy, asset optimization in real estate
management has become a strategic task.
Organizations need to ensure insight into their
property portfolio to make informed decisions,
improve portfolio performance, and reduce
compliance costs. Sophisticated solutions are
needed to manage changing consumer demands
and the global workforce as well as information
management, compliance adherence, and leasing
and property management. SAP Flexible Real
Estate Management by Daithankar is a fullfeatured book that integrates REFX with
Controlling (CO), Plant and Maintenance (PM),
CRM, SAP AA (ssset accounting), and SAP PS
(project systems). You will refer to real-world,
practical examples to illustrate configuration
concepts and processes, and learn in an
interactive, hands-on way through the use of
screenshots, menu paths, and transaction codes
throughout the book. What You Will Learn:
Understand the SAP REFX Solutions landscape
and industry best practices for SAP REFX
implementation Configure SAP REFX Integrate
REFX with other modules Understand how
processes are supported by SAP REFX Who This
Book Is For: CIOs/CEOs of organizations with real
estate portfolios, SAP REFX purchasing decision
makers, SAP REFX pre-sales teams, SAP REFX
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implementation/AMS consultants
• Step-by-step explanation of all critical EAM
functions• Explore the technical structure of EAM,
and its application to business processes and
integration• Practical, real-world tips and tricks
for managing daily operations• 3rd edition
updated and expandedWe all know that there is
much more to plant maintenance than just
tightening a loose bolt. Add this practical, musthave guide to SAP Enterprise Asset Management
(EAM) to your arsenal of tools and reduce the
complexity of your day-to-day plant maintenance
tasks. You will learn the ins and outs of plant
maintenance with SAP, including essential user
settings and key processes. Whether you are an
end user or decision maker, ensure that your EAM
workflow is running as well as your plant.Tips and
Tricks for your Daily WorkMaximize your time with
real-world tips and tricks designed to help you get
everything you need out of EAM.Business Process
IntegrationExplore the critical EAM functions and
how EAM can be used alongside other SAP
modules, like SAP EH&S, Materials Management,
and more.Under-the-Hood InsightUnderstand the
technical structure of EAM, including functional
locations, material and plant maintenance
assemblies, and Linear Asset Management.EAM
ExpandedLearn how to improve the day-to-day
usability of SAP EAM with new technologies like
SAP Work Manager, SAP Rounds Manager, SAP
NetWeaver Business Client, and SAP HANA.New in
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This EditionThe third edition is updated and
expanded with new content on spare parts, timebased and performance-based preventative
maintenance, user acceptance, and more.
Whether you know it as plant maintenance or
asset management, this is the only guide you
need to set it up in SAP S/4HANA! Start by
planning your plant maintenance implementation,
and then jump into configuring the organizational
structure and system-wide functions. Use step-bystep instructions to set up your technical
systems, from your equipment and fleet to your
materials and assemblies. If you're looking to
configure breakdown maintenance, corrective
maintenance, preventive maintenance, predictive
maintenance, or all four, this is the book for you!
Highlights include: 1) Organizational structures 2)
Notifications 3) Work orders 4) Equipment
management 5) Preventive maintenance 6)
Predictive maintenance 7) Breakdown
maintenance 8) Corrective maintenance 9) SAP
Fiori launchpad 10) Project plan
The Comprehensive Guide to SAP MDG
Migrating to SAP S/4HANA
Plant Maintenance with SAP
Ask a Manager
SAP Transaction Codes
Plant Maintenance with SAPPractical GuidePlant
Maintenance with SAPPractical GuideGalileco Press
"With this comprehensive guide, master MRP in SAP
S/4HANA from end to end. Set up master data and
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configure SAP S/4HANA with step-by-step instructions.
Run classic MRP, MRP Live, or both; then evaluate your
results with SAP GUI transactions or SAP Fiori apps"-Materials management has transitioned to SAP
S/4HANA--let us help you do the same! Whether your
focus is on materials planning, procurement, or
inventory, this guide will teach you to configure and
manage your critical processes in SAP S/4HANA. Start
by creating your organizational structure and defining
business partners and material master data. Then get
step-by-step instructions for defining the processes you
need, from creating purchase orders and receiving
goods to running MRP and using batch management.
The new MM is here! Material master data Business
partner master data Batch management Purchasing
Quotation management Material requirements planning
(MRP) Inventory management Goods issue/goods
receipt (GI/GR) Invoicing Valuation Document
management Reporting
Basic Principles of Query Reporting Learn about the
relationships between QuickViewer, user groups, the
InfoSet, and SAP Query. This book explains how to
localize tables and which query utilities support you in
your work.All Major Query Features Discover everything
you need to know about selection and layout variants,
drilldown functions, icons, ABC analyses, and much
more.Designing User-Friendly Reports Master
challenging reporting requirements, including ABAP
coding. Utilize ranked lists and statistics, Microsoft Excel
integration, and much more.Query Administration How
do you transport queries? How do you improve
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performance? What do you need to consider with regard
to authorizations? Here, you find the answers to these
questions and others.Immediately Usable Queries for
DownloadHighlights· Fundamentals - SAP Tables and
Table Links - QuickViewer, SAP Query, Query Utilities ·
Query Functions - InfoSet and SAP Query in Detail Selection and Layout Variants - Traffic Light Icons,
Drilldown, Graphics, and ABC Analyses· Designing UserFriendly Queries - Statistics and Ranked Lists - ABAP
Fundamentals - Integration with Microsoft Excel· Query
Management - Transport System - Data Retrieval and
Function Modules - Authorizations and Transaction
Creation· Real-Life Examples
Gravel Roads
Configuring and Administering SAP R/3 Plant
Maintenance
Making it Work for Your Business
Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP-Practical Guide
Your Quick Reference to Transactions in SAP ERP

From the creator of the popular website Ask a
Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist
comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult
professional conversations—featuring all-new
advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten
years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught
her that people avoid awkward conversations in the
office because they simply don’t know what to say.
Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly
helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you
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may need to have during your career. You’ll learn
what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trashtalk someone in an email then hit “reply all” •
you’re being micromanaged—or not being
managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie •
your boss seems unhappy with your work • your
cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you
homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party
Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone
who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down
to the idea that you should be professional (even
when others are not) and that communicating in a
straightforward manner with candor and kindness
will get you far, no matter where you
work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s
friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to
read, and her advice can be widely applied to
relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for
anyone new to the job market or new to
management, or anyone hoping to improve their
work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review)
“I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager
column. This book is even better. It teaches us how
to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with
grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert
Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No
Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask
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a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating
the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm
way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
Take an in-depth look at how basic financial
accounting processes work in SAP S/4HANA in this
practical guide. Learn about the SAP Fiori
launchpad and how to find your way around the
many apps available for finance with the help of
screenshots and examples. Understand the finance
organizational structure and master data and
discover some of the SAP Best Practices for finance
such as accounts payable and receivable, credit
management, asset accounting, cash and bank
management, and closings. Explore different ways
to enter and upload G/L journal entries and what is
meant by the Universal Journal. Run through the
bank postings and different options for the bank
statements. Go deeper into the structure of asset
accounting, including the chart of depreciation,
depreciation areas, asset classes, and depreciation
methods. Learn about multidimensional reporting,
KPIs, and the various analytical apps supplied with
SAP S/4HANA.
- Financial accounting processes in SAP S/4HANA
- Finance organizational structure, key financial
master data - Daily transactions using SAP Fiori
apps - SAP Fiori apps for displaying and reporting
financial data
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Are you tired of endless searches through the SAP
transaction tree? Can t remember the code for
some transactions you use only on a monthly
basis? Do you want to know what s behind a
specific, yet obscure-sounding code, but have
trouble finding the answer? With this
comprehensive transaction reference, you can now
save time by getting easy access to the most
commonly used transactions in SAP ERP. Find
transactions by module and code, and learn what
each transaction s functionality is, when to use
them, and when best to avoid them. Plus, use the
extensive key word index to find the right
transaction code for the task you have to perform
in no time. All major modules of SAP ERP are
covered, including the most important system
transactions.
This must-have resource for learning the ins-andouts of SAP Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)
teaches you how to successfully structure your
technical systems and business processes in plant
maintenance using SAP EAM. All of the essential
customizing settings and processes, from
refurbishment to condition-based maintenance are
covered. You'll explore the existing interfaces to
other enterprises, learn about reporting options,
and understand how to use new technologies, such
as Mobile Asset Management (MAM), the Portal, or
RFID. In addition, an entire chapter is dedicated to
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the success and risk factors of implementation
projects, along with suggestions on how you can
improve your system's usability. Throughout the
book you'll find practical, real-life tips for
customizing your daily EAM operations in SAP ERP
6.0.
SAP Enterprise Asset Management
SAP R/3 Plant Maintenance
Production Planning and Control with SAP ERP
The Guide for Business and Technology Managers
Implementing and Configuring SAP Event
Management
The first book to provide practical instruction on
working with SAP for the non-technical end-user.
How do you run your warehouse with SAP
S/4HANA? This comprehensive guide has the
answers! Begin by setting up your embedded
Extended Warehouse Management (EWM) system
using organizational structures and master data.
Then master your essential processes such as
goods issue and receipt, putaway, picking, and
taking inventory. Bring everything together with
information on advanced tasks like cross-docking,
value-added services, kitting, and integration with
SAP TM and SAP GTS!-MDX (Multi-Dimensional eXpressions) is
extraordinarily powerful, and is used for both selfservice reporting and advanced analytics. If you
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are going to do multi-dimensional analysis, you
have to know MDX. MDX enables business users to
perform analyses and generate reports that are
next to impossible in any other query language,
such as SQL, or even in BEx queries. This is the
complete guide to generating effective reports and
solving business problems using MDX in
NetWeaver BW. First, the author introduces you to
this extraordinarily powerful query and calculation
language for both advanced analytics and selfservice reporting. With expert guidance, you'll
explore the idiosyncrasies of the MDX language
and understand what object(s) each function takes
as inputs and what they generate as outputs. Then,
get an in-depth look at self-service reporting and
analytics with MDX and how well these tasks are
accomplished depending in large part on the
modeling of InfoCubes. You'll find out about
techniques for improving query response time,
including use of the SAP NetWeaver BW
Accelerator.Finally, you'll also learn about the
recent and substantial enhancements to the SAP
NetWeaver BW MDX engine, the MDX-based OLAP
BAPI, and the OLAP Data Access (ODA) component
in SAP BusinessObjects.
SAP Query Reporting
How to Navigate Clueless Colleagues, LunchStealing Bosses, and the Rest of Your Life at Work
Project Builder in SAP Project System
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Procurement with SAP MM
Your Quick Reference to T-codes in SAP ERP
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